Reflection on Advertising Project

Please write thorough answers and explain.

AND PLEASE DO NOT USE TEXT SPEAK!! (idk, u r 2 aw35om3 n ur da bomb, roflmfaoolz). I will give you a zero ZOMG!

1. What was your role in this project (what did you do exactly?)

2. If you worked with a partner, what was their role in this project? (what did they do exactly?) If you worked alone, write: “I worked alone.”

3. Based on your answer to number 1, what grade do you think you deserve?

4. Based on your answer to number 2, what grade do you think your partner deserves? If you worked alone, write: “N/A”

5. What are two (2) things you learned from our discussions about advertising, propaganda, being an informed consumer and from doing this project that you will never forget? EXPLAIN.